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Improvements 
Advance CAD 2020 brings a set of improvements which are summarized in this document. 

Overall performance, stability and reliability of the software have been improved. In addition, large documents 
especially are now processed at a higher speed than in previous versions, ensuring better usability. Whether 
you are opening drawings, loading Xref, working with transparency, controlling layers, saving drawings, printing 
preview and printing, speed has been significantly improved everywhere. 

 

4k Screen Support 

Advance CAD 2020 now supports 4K (UHD) monitors. The contents of the command line, menus, dialog boxes, 
icon size, ribbon, text size etc., are adapted to the DPI of Windows, which is critical to display on 4K monitors. 
All Advance CAD dialog boxes have been customized for high resolution. 

 

New file format - 2018 

Advance CAD 2020 now has 2018 .dwg format as its default file format. Users are now able to create, modify 
and import drawings in the latest version. 

When opening a drawing saved in an older format, you will be informed of what version it is, in the command 
history. Conversion to 2018 file format is made when the file is saved. 

 
Fig 1: Autocad 2018 dwg format is the default option 
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Preview selections 

With the new variable "SELECTIONPREVIEW", it is possible to enable / disable the object selection preview. If 
the selection preview is on, the object is highlighted when you hover over the object and you can select the 
object more conveniently. 

• Value 0 = selection preview off (default) 
• Value 1 = selection preview is enabled if no command is active 
• Value 2 = preview selection is enabled only when a command is active 
• Value 3 = preview selection is turned on at all times 

Some types of objects, such as hatches, can be excluded from the selection preview. This is now controlled by 
the "PREVIEWFILTER" variable. 

 

Document Manager 

With the new tool, you can easily manage all open drawings. You can switch between them, close them, set the 
drawing as current or save it, set it in cascade, one above the other, or side by side. 

 
Fig 2: Opening Drawing Manager by opening the drop-down list of Switch Windows 

 

 
Fig 3: Showing Drawing Manager’s options to rearrange pages 
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Importing STP, IGES and SLDPRT file formats 

With the new implementations, you can easily import STP, IGES and SLDPRT files into your current drawing. 
These files might contain entities other than solids (e.g. line, spline, etc.) that won’t be imported. These new 
features add more versatility to Advance CAD and encourages use of external objects.  

Executing ImportIGES, ImportSLD or ImportSTEP commands will import the appropriate format into your project 
as a 3dSolid. Users can select only one file during the process. 

 
Fig 4: Solid imported from .IGES file  

 

 

Speed Improvements 

Because of the redesigned graphics engine, the speed of the entire program has improved significantly. The 
current version uses less hardware than the previous, but is much faster in many functions. Speed changes 
apply to the following areas: 

• Opening and saving drawings; 

• Border detection for trimming and extending; 

• Regeneration of large drawings (e.g. during zooming and panning); 

• Level control (off/on, freeze/thaw); 

• Redraw OLE objects and references; 

• Display on 4K monitors (subjects to a powerful graphics card); 

• Generate print preview and publish drawing; 

• Switch between model and layout; 

• Faster response time when executing a command. 
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Fig 5: Areas of accelerating work with drawings, including percentage over previous versions 

 

Large Drawings 

Massive drawings containing a significantly high number of objects can now be edited more rapidly and 
smoothly. 

 
Fig 6: Drawing containing 120k+ objects 
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Printing / Plotting 

Speed and performance improvements have been made for the printing or plotting of the drawing. 

For very large drawings in particular, the Print / Print Preview is performed at a higher speed, thus helping 
users save time and effort. 

 

Multiline Text Editing 

Paragraph text entities (multiline text) were previously edited in a pop-up external text editor. Starting with the 
R2 version of Advance CAD 2019, the multiline text can be created or edited with the help of an in-place text 
editor, which allows users to perform these actions directly in the drawing area. 

 
Fig 7: in-place multiline text editor 

 

Also, the most commonly used multiline editing commands are now much easily available, by right-clicking the 
writing area of the multiline text editor and accessing a customized context menu: 

 
Fig 8: In-place multiline text editor context menu 
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User Interface 

A user-friendly dedicated contextual Ribbon tab (see below) now groups all multiline text commands previously 
displayed on the external editor menu bar. 

 

Contextual Ribbon Tabs 

In order to improve software functions usability, 2 contextual tabs have been added, grouping specific Advance 
CAD options and commands into logical panels and categories. The 2 new contextual ribbon tabs appear after: 

• Accessing the in-place multiline text editor, allowing users to create / edit multiline text; 

 

 
Fig 9: Multiline text editor contextual Ribbon tab 

 

• Selecting an external reference, thus enabling users to manage and make changes to it, or to attach 
new external references. 

 

 
Fig 10: External reference contextual Ribbon tab 
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Enriched Customize Dialog Box 

To help users customize key interface components, 3 new tabs have been added to the Customize dialog: 
Menus, Ribbon and Toolbars. 

 
Fig 11: Enriched Customize dialog box 

 
 

Controls for anchoring Properties and Tool Palettes 

When scrolling through the Properties dialog box (CTRL + 1) or Tool Palettes (CTRL + 3), controls are 
automatically displayed, to help you anchor the dialog. 

 

 
Fig 12: Moving the dialog box to a control will dock it 
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Setting transparency of objects 

New system variables are implemented to set object transparency in locked layers, external references and to 
edit external references: 

• "LAYLOCKFADECTL" – the variable controls the percentage of layer-level transparency when the 
layers are locked; 

• "XDWGFADECTL" - the variable controls the percentage of transparency external references; 
• "XFADECTL" - the variable controls the percentage transparency of objects within the reference editing 

("REFEDIT" command). 
 

 
Fig 13: 50% transparency of locked rectangle compared to unlocked layer 

 

Trim and Extend 

• Improved boundary detection speed for trimming and extending; 
• The Trim and Extend command detects locked object boundaries (can be trimmed / extended to 

locked object). 

 
Fig 14: Trimming line to boundary on locked layer 
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• Holding down the SHIFT button is used to unselect an object. For example, use the Trim command and 
hold SHIFT to inverse selections of objects; 

• You can select nested block edges within the Trim command. 

Boundary detection in high-coordinate drawings has also been improved. 

 

Other 

• UI localization has been updated for better user experience, especially localizations for: Czech, French 
and Polish. Updated features include: hints, help menu, combo-boxes, Tool-Tips, Icons; 

• Users can open drawings directly from archives; 
• Further customization to hatches has been added with the ability to import new .PAT files in the pattern 

folder; 
• Being able to snap dimensions on the corner of boxes; 
• Fixed a bug where you couldn’t use Inherit Properties from custom hatches; 
• Text alignment is adjusted for DXF files, which have input file version AutoCAD R12; 
• The user interface is customizable through the .CUI file. Replacing the current file with one from another 

program will retain the new properties and display them in Advance CAD; 
• Loading new CUI files with workspaces format; 
• Mouse double-click is customizable within the CUI file; 
• Fixed a bug where some installed fonts in Windows were not supported by Advance CAD and caused 

crashes; 
• Some commands like Text will have clickable keywords in the command line. 

 
Fig 15: Clickable keywords in command line for Text feature 
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